Volunteer Credits FAQs
★ Where do I sign up for opportunities to complete my required volunteer
credits? The opportunities can be accessed by clicking the “Volunteering” tab
from the home page at Billingsscorpions.com.
★ How many volunteer credits are required?
Each family is required to complete 5 volunteer credits. If you have more than
one child playing in the association you still only owe 5 credits.
★ I looked on the volunteering page and no volunteer assignments were
listed. What does that mean?
If you accessed the page and no assignments show up, that means that the
opportunities recently posted have been filled or completed. New volunteer
opportunities are posted regularly as they become available, and are announced
via email. You can also see your Team Manager to see if they have any team
opportunities.
★ I am concerned that I won’t be able to fulfill my volunteer credits because
there aren’t any volunteer opportunities available. What should I do?
New volunteer opportunities are posted regularly as they become available
throughout the season. The vast majority of volunteer assignments will occur
during the Billings hosted events. Sufficient opportunities will be made available
to all families to complete their required volunteer credits.
★ When do volunteer credits need to be completed?
ALL families have until June 25, 2017 to fulfill their volunteer hours.
★ Do I have to volunteer for only activities that my son or daughter
participates in?
No, you may volunteer for any activities posted.
★ What happens if I do not complete the required amount of volunteer
credits?
If families do not complete the required number of volunteer credits, the $200
check provided at beginning of season will be cashed.
★ Who do I contact if I have more questions about volunteer credits?
Send an email to JoLana Zimmerman, Volunteer Coordinator.
★ As a coach/team manager do I have to fulfill any volunteer credits?
No, as a team manager or coach (or other season volunteer) your volunteer
requirements are waived due to the time and effort the position requires. Thank
you for your dedication to making BSL a success!
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